Hreny Hravrad kwons taht you lkie the bgols but are you albe to raed tihs one?
Yes you are because the order of the letters does not matter for the human mind to
read. Despite this we developed nomenclatures, devised languages and formulated
rules for each. If I had to sum up this one word, I would say Management! The
essence of the world lies in the System‟s Management. So why not make it better?
Not convinced?
We know things seem better to you only when they‟re in the format of “WHY” and
then “HOW”. We‟ll not disturb the decorum and begin with the usual why?
Every business or an organization has a process, standards for product development
and delivery, protocols for its maintenance. Had they not be there the percentage of
defects in the system increase and rising defects are always a question fired directly
at the management. But the firing of questions is bearable but loss of quality
henceforth customers is definitely not. So in order to assure you a low defect rate
with high performance, systems management is a must.

Systems management can come only with Six Sigma. Some benefits to list are:
•

Root cause analysis. It identifies the corrective actions to be deployed.
Prioritize the opportunities and plans to perform in a way that leads to
improvement.
•
Highlights the gap between the current order and delivery metrics. Streamlines
the goals of the project. This pipelined fashion of work keeps a track of the
system and helps to perform better.
•
Real time performance data and analysis of the fact sheets by skilled and expert
Sis Sigma professionals leads to better institution of things in the organization.

Six Sigma might be two words to hear but they incorporate a complete organization
within them. The methodologies and principles that are implemented with it strive to
make the system just not better organized but a strong foundation for the future. You
can think to reinvent with Six Sigma and innovations are not steps but they create
leaps between you and others of the same business. Systems management with six
sigma comes with the added benefit of ruling the sector effortlessly.

STILL HAVE DOUBTS ?
Not sure how Six Sigma Certification can
benefit you ?
Get FREE Counselling from Experts of
Henry Harvin Education
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